Why team up with us? We have identified the best home business
opportunity for the full-time or part-time entrepreneur to experience
success. We have also assembled a staff of marketing professionals to
provide you with the tools, training, and support to help you grow your
business and secure your financial future. Our proven track record of
success speaks for itself, as we have helped develop an organization of
450,000+ members & customers, including 100+ million-dollar earners,
and thousands more individuals making money based on their own
unique financial goals.
Mike Akins is the founder & CEO of Professional Networkers. Mike has been successfully
involved in network marketing for 49+ years. Mike invested one-half million dollars of his own
money into a 3-1/2-year research study performed by Research & Marketing Consultants to
identify the absolute best home business opportunity in the industry. At the end of that study,
4Life Research® was identified as the best home business opportunity with the highest
potential for growth based on a variety of factors, such as their effective one-of-a-kind university
tested products, lucrative compensation plan
(23 ways to get paid), humanitarian affinity, and potential future as a company with ZERO
competition. The results of this study led Mike to get involved with 4Life. Mike also compiled a
staff of marketing professionals to help support the entrepreneurs who decided to join him in
this journey so it would greatly increase the possibility for them to live their dreams.
The results of this decision so far have been nothing short of INCREDIBLE! Mike s
organization currently generates $23+ million in monthly volume and includes 70-80% of the
company s top earners. There are also thousands more individuals just like you making money
based on their own financial goals.
Mike s staff test markets their marketing tools to make sure they are proven and effective. The
Live Your Dreams postcard is a proven winner! Mike s goal is to have two million distributors in
the next five years. You can be a part of this legacy. We know how to help you build!

MIKE'S PROFESSIONAL NETWORKERS ORGANIZATIONAL SUCCESS AT A GLANCE

450,000+ members/customers
70-80% of the company's top ranked
leaders are in his organization

Thousands of other members
making money based on their
individual goals
Doing business in 91 countries

100+++ million-dollar earners* (60% of
these individuals had no experience
when they started.)
$23+ million monthly volume

Offers a staff of network marketing
professionals and marketing tools
to assist members in building their
businesses

*Neither 4Life Research or Professional Networkers make any guarantees of income by their members. Any guarantees of incomes would be misleading. Success
with any network opportunity is dependent on a variety of factors. To see a potential range of incomes (highs, lows, averages) that are possible with the 4Life
opportunity, please view the 4Life income disclosure statement by clicking here.

